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Abstract—Privacy regulations are being introduced and
amended around the globe to effectively regulate the processing
of consumer data. These regulations are often analyzed to fulfill
compliance mandates and to aid the design of practical systems
that improve consumer privacy. However, at present, this is done
manually, making the task error-prone, while also incurring
significant time, effort, and cost for companies. This paper
describes the design and implementation of ARC, a framework
that transforms unstructured and complex regulatory text into
a structured representation, the ARC tuple(s), which can be
queried to assist in the analysis and understanding of regulations.
We demonstrate ARC’s effectiveness in extracting three forms
of tuples with a high F-1 score (avg. 82.1% across all three)
using four major privacy regulations: CCPA, GDPR, VCDPA,
and PIPEDA. We then build ARCBert that identifies semantically
similar phrases across regulations, enabling compliance analysts
to identify common requirements. We run ARC on 16 additional
privacy regulations and identify 1,556 ARC tuples and clusters of
semantically similar phrases. Finally, we extend ARC to evaluate
the compliance of privacy policies by comparing it against the
disclosure requirements in the four regulations. Our empirical
evaluation with the privacy policies of S&P 500 companies finds
476 missing disclosures, which when manually validated, result in
71.05% true positives, as well as the discovery of 288 additional
missing disclosures from the partial matches identified by ARC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy and data protection regulations continue to be
passed and amended around the globe, with 71% coun-
tries worldwide having their own privacy legislations at
present [69]. Moreover, in the last few years alone, the United
States has passed 5 new state-level data privacy legislations,
and introduced 20 new privacy bills [37]. For these policy
initiatives to be useful in advancing consumer privacy, the
proliferation of complex regulations must be accompanied by
systematic techniques and methods that enable researchers and
practitioners to reason about them.

Particularly, there are two key stakeholders who need to
analyze regulations: (1) businesses/organizations, who struggle
to understand a diverse array of privacy regulations, employing
legal experts who manually ensure that systems/processes con-
tinuously comply with the regulatory requirements [38], and

A business that collects a consumer's personal information shall, at or before the point of 
collection, inform consumers as to the categories of personal information to be collected and 
the purposes for which the categories of personal information shall be used.

The information in relation to the processing of personal data relating to the data subject 
should be given to him or her at the time of collection from the data subject, or, where the 
personal data are obtained from another source, within a reasonable period, depending on the 
circumstances of the case.

Europe - GDPR

California - CCPA

Fig. 1: A motivating example with two regulatory statements

(2) security/privacy researchers, who systematically evaluate
the privacy posture of organizations against regulatory text,
generally by manually extracting privacy-requirements from
regulations to inform the design of privacy analyses [8], [33],
[18], [17], [72], or evaluate their impact [45], [58], [7].

For both researchers and practitioners, analyzing regula-
tions correctly and at scale is extremely challenging, given
the size, complexity, and sheer number of privacy regulations
they must analyze. Numerous reports have shown that com-
panies struggle to meet the requirements and are in danger of
falling further behind [66], [31], [24], while at the same time
spending billions to continuously comply with new/changed
regulations (e.g., GDPR is estimated to cost Fortune 500
companies $9 billion, with 40% of the costs spent on legal
advice on regulations [52]). Similarly, most recent research
that considers privacy regulations has been limited in scope and
scale, either constrained to only a specific requirement (e.g.,
evaluating “Do Not Sell” links based on the CCPA require-
ment [76], [49]), or the broad/imprecise impact of regulations
on disclosure practices (e.g., analyzing changes in privacy
policies [58], [48] or consent choices [70] after GDPR). These
problems compound when we consider the frequent changes
in regulations as new requirements are added, or existing
ones are made more precise, requiring businesses to re-adapt
their processes to comply, and researchers to re-examine the
implications of their privacy analyses. A key hindrance in the
practical analysis of regulations is the almost complete lack
of automation: stakeholders (i.e., practitioners/businesses and
researchers) generally use manual methods to extract pertinent
information from complex privacy regulations, an approach
that is labor-intensive, prone to manual error, difficult to scale,
and exorbitantly expensive [51].

We illustrate drawbacks of manually analyzing complex
regulatory text with the example in Figure 1, which shows
two statements from GDPR and CCPA, respectively. If we
read the statements carefully, we see that both the statements
effectively discuss the same idea: that the business should
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inform consumers about what it collects. However, manually
reasoning about regulations containing thousands of such state-
ments is infeasible, for two key reasons. First, understanding
and reasoning about these statements is a challenge in itself, as
different regulations use regulation/jurisdiction-specific legal
jargon, e.g., ‘consumers’ in CCPA are ‘data subjects’ for
GDPR. Hence, the analyst must understand the vocabulary
specific to each regulation to even begin to analyze it. Second,
comparing two statements can be challenging because the
effective similarity across sentences is not readily apparent.
This is because regulation statements often include multiple
contextual information that individually contribute to the over-
all meaning. For instance, both statements in Figure 1 discuss
temporal condition (e.g., “at the time of collection”), which is
an important context that helps with a precise understanding of
the requirement. Hence, the analyst needs to identify and keep
track of such contexts from multiple regulations for a proper
comparison, which can be extremely labor-intensive. To sum-
marize, the task of reasoning about thousands of such state-
ments in each regulation, while also considering regulation-
specific legal jargon, and contextual information that is critical
for correctly extracting the semantics of the requirements, is
infeasible to do manually. Thus, there is a fundamental gap in
the area of privacy analysis and compliance: the absence of a
systematic and automated methods for understanding privacy
regulations.

The key argument in this paper is that there is a significant
room for automation in tasks that form privacy regulation anal-
ysis, which can help both researchers and practitioners analyze
regulations with correctness and scale, and help businesses
adapt their processes to comply with evolving regulations.
While the end goal is to reach full automation in this direction,
this work builds the initial foundation that reduces the fully
manual approach to address compliance requirements to a
semi-automated one, only requiring manual effort of value.
That is, we seek to build a semi-automated framework that
automates aspects of regulation analysis that can be automated
without significant legal expertise, thereby reducing manual
effort and helping businesses, security and privacy researchers,
and practitioners focus on their key end-goals of privacy
analysis and/or compliance.

This paper proposes a framework that enables Automated
Representation and querying for privacy regulation Com-
pliance (ARC). ARC transforms unstructured, complex, and
contextually-rich regulatory text into a structured form that
retains the context. ARC’s design leverages Natural Language
Processing (NLP) to: (1) identify key phrases that define the
semantic meaning of a regulatory statement, (2) separate the
core requirement in a statement from a plethora of complex
clauses, and (3) express this digested form of regulatory text
into a form of novel tuple-representation (known as the ARC
tuple), which can be queried to accomplish several tasks that
involve analyzing multiple privacy regulations. ARC’s queries
allow an analyst to easily compare several regulations, or use
the regulations to evaluate privacy policies, thereby streamlin-
ing the evaluation of privacy compliance with various juris-
dictions. We implement ARC and perform both intrinsic and
extrinsic evaluation tasks, leading to 13 key results (R1 →R13)
illustrating the effectiveness and usefulness of ARC in enabling
privacy regulation and compliance analysis. The contributions
of this paper are as follows:

● The ARC framework: We design and implement a novel
framework, ARC, which creates structured representations
of regulatory requirements, i.e., ARC tuples, from unstruc-
tured regulation text. We define three tuple representations:
(i) the data flow tuple that extracts statements discussing the
flow of information, (ii) the definition tuple that extracts the
definitions of key terms, and (iii) the rights tuple that extracts
information about the rights afforded to entities. These
primitives lay the foundation for an automated extraction,
representation, and analysis of text in privacy regulations.
● Evaluation of Tuple Extraction (intrinsic): We evaluate

ARC’s ability to consistently extract correct tuples from reg-
ulations with four major privacy regulations: CCPA, GDPR,
Canada’s Personal Information Protection and Electronic
Documents Act (PIPEDA) [55], and Virginia’s Consumer
Data Protection Act (VCDPA) [71]. Our evaluation demon-
strates an average F1-score of 83.4% for data flow tuples,
82% for definition tuples, and 81% for rights tuples.
● Multi-regulation comparison using the ARCBert model

(extrinsic): ARC enables a novel approach for multi-
regulation similarity analysis, i.e., the ARCBert model,
which identifies similar phrases across privacy regulations,
and helps analysts identify similar statements as the previ-
ously discussed example in Figure 1. Our evaluation with
the 4 regulations demonstrates how ARCBert outperforms
baseline approaches by achieving a balance between two
contrasting baselines: (a) keyword searches that identify
few similar phrases (and miss many), and (b) an off-the-
shelf model that identifies a large number of loosely similar
phrases (that are significantly different). We further demon-
strate how the similarity results from ARCBert can be used
to understand phrases and statements across regulations.
● Extracting ARC tuples and clusters of similar phrases

from global privacy regulations (intrinsic and extrinsic):
We run ARC on 16 additional, diverse, global privacy
regulations, and successfully extract 844 Data Flow Tu-
ples, 536 Definition Tuples, and 176 Right Tuples. Further,
we identify several clusters containing semantically similar
phrases across 20 regulations using ARCBert. We leverage
this evaluation, particularly the extraction of clusters from
semantic role arguments, and discuss how it can be used to
aid privacy regulation analysis.
● Large-scale privacy compliance evaluation (extrinsic):

We build a module to analyze privacy policies for compli-
ance using regulatory requirements extracted by ARC. We
evaluate the privacy policies of S&P 500 companies with
the 4 major privacy regulations, leading to the identification
of 476 missing statements (i.e., violations of disclosure
requirements), including 111 CCPA violations by 38 com-
panies, 173 VCDPA violations by 35 companies, and 192
GDPR violations by 49 companies. A manual validation of
the results demonstrates that ARC was 90.1% correct in
identifying full matches (i.e., where the regulatory require-
ment from ARC’s tuple is represented in the target privacy
policy), which indicates a low false negative rate for the
compliance analysis. Further, ARC was 71.05% correct in
identifying missing statements, which indicates a reasonable
false positive rate given the scale of the analysis (across
regulations and policies) and the amount of manual effort
reduced (i.e., relative to a manual comparison between every
regulation and a policy). Given that S&P companies with
presumably well-defined processes for regulatory compli-
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ance failed to identify such violations/missing statements,
our results highlight ARC’s utility in providing automation
for privacy compliance.

To enable future research, we have released the data and
artifact [62]. Further, we have disclosed the privacy policy vi-
olations to the respective organizations. Listing 1 in the online
Appendix [53] presents how we informed the organization.

II. MOTIVATION

The goal of this paper is to automate key tasks related to
the analysis of privacy regulations, such that it can help both
researchers in designing or evaluating practical systems, and
companies in complying with applicable privacy requirements.

Motivating Example 1 – Privacy Analysis for Researchers:
Consider Alice, a researcher who is building a practical and
effective system that can automatically analyze and reason
about privacy practices of companies (e.g., analyzing privacy
policies and/or code to identify issues [7], [8]). Alice prioritizes
on important privacy issues, i.e., issues that if not fixed, can
directly impact consumers. Since privacy regulations discuss
mandatory requirements that businesses must comply with,
Alice studies privacy regulation so that the goals of her system
align with the regulatory requirements. After building the
system, Alice also plans to report her results and findings to the
companies, so that companies can take reasonable measures
to fix the issues identified by Alice’s system. To provide
this context, Alice keeps track of relevant requirements from
the regulation that the company may violate. However, with
the introduction of newer jurisdiction-specific regulations and
changes to the existing ones, Alice may need to: (1) reassess
what the changes mean for her system, and (2) discuss her
findings in the context of a given regulation. Alice spends an
inordinate amount of time and effort in fully understanding as
well as keeping up with current state of privacy regulations.

Motivating Example 2 – Privacy Compliance for com-
panies: Consider Bob, a privacy compliance expert in a
company that offers web services and operates in multiple
geographical locations. Bob’s task involves making sure that
the services offered by the company are in compliance with
the privacy regulations. For this, Bob needs to keep up with
two moving pieces: (1) updates to company’s processes as new
services are deployed, and, (2) updates to privacy regulations
in locations where services are provided. Hence, Bob converts
the regulation requirements into compliance checklist, while
also keeping track of company’s processes. For example, if
a new service starts collecting sensitive data from the user,
Bob examines the manually curated checklist to make sure
that it does not violate any requirements. However, every time
there is change in the regulation, or when a new regulation be-
comes effective, Bob needs to repeat the process of examining
the regulation and creating the manually-curated compliance
checklist. While performing such an update, Bob needs to
carefully interpret the information as the new regulation or
amendment may not be straightforward to understand. In case
of any error in his process, Bob risks legal penalties to the
company as well as loss of company reputation.

The need for automation: Currently, both Alice and Bob rely
on manual methods to understand existing regulations (e.g.,

keyword searches), and can benefit from a framework that
automatically extracts relevant regulatory requirements based
on the provided query, all the while retaining and accounting
for the contextual information present in the regulatory text.
For instance, Bob would be able to automatically filter and
extract information specifically related to the processing of
sensitive information from different regulations. That is, such
a query will return all the regulatory statements related to
sensitive data, which can be used to reduce the cost of
compliance, e.g., by prioritizing changes needed in business
processes and evaluating legally-binding privacy policies for
compliance. Similarly, Alice would be able to systematically
and scalably evaluate her system against multiple regulations.
This allows her to build a more efficient and practical system
that can adjust with the changing regulatory requirements.
That is, enabling the automated analysis of regulations would
allow both Alice and Bob to understand, compare, and contrast
regulations at scale, with significantly less time and effort.

III. DESIGN GOALS

Privacy regulations generally cover four areas associated
with data privacy: (1) Scope and Definitions, (2) Rights and
Obligations, (3) Privacy Principles for Data Processing, and
(4) Enforcements Rules. Regulatory statements discuss these
categories, describing mechanisms and requirements for com-
pliance. Consider the CCPA statement presented in Figure 1:

Running Example: “A business that collects a consumer’s
personal information shall, at or before the point of collection,
inform consumers as to the categories of personal information
to be collected and the purposes for which the categories of
personal information shall be used.”

While compact, the sentence precisely describes the re-
quirement i.e., ‘Business’ needs to inform ‘Consumers’ about
“categories of personal information and purpose for usage”.
Furthermore, the requirement includes additional context for
each entity and object. For instance, phrases in the above run-
ning example are further clarified with the use of clauses, e.g.,
“A business - that collects consumer’s personal information”,
“personal information - to be collected”, “purposes - for which
categories of personal information shall be used”.

Since our goal is to automate the process of understanding
complex, diverse, and unstructured, regulatory statements, the
first step towards automation would be to effectively represent
these statements such that all of the important context is
captured, while also making such a representation useful for
privacy analysis. Motivated by this general requirement, we
formulate the following key design goals that guide the design
of our proposed framework for analyzing regulations:

G1: Capturing the semantics of regulatory statements – It
is important to identify semantically important phrases within a
statement, which play a role in conveying its general meaning.
Hence, the framework should individually identify key phrases
that represent the core semantics of the statement.
G2: Simplifying complex regulatory statements – Regula-
tory statements are often detail-oriented, and hence, in addition
to stating the main requirement, may also include phrases
that clarify the requirement or provide additional guidance on
conditions that affect it. Therefore, for effective analysis, we
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Fig. 2: Overview of ARC framework.

need to simplify such complex statements in a manner that
separates the regulatory requirement from auxiliary clauses
that clarify it, elaborate on it, or specify conditions to it.
G3: Defining representations of the extracted semantics –
Since our goal is to understand statements in privacy regula-
tions, we need to formalize the structured representation such
that it captures important details for privacy-focused analysis,
and enables privacy compliance analyses.
G4: Enabling the use of the previously defined represen-
tations to aid compliance tasks – We need to develop ap-
proaches that effectively leverages the representations defined
in response to G3 for key tasks, such as the analysis of multiple
privacy regulations for identifying similarities and contrasts
(e.g., the tasks performed by Alice and Bob in Section II).

IV. THE ARC FRAMEWORK

Figure 2 shows ARC, a framework that systematically ex-
tracts structured information from complex privacy regulation
documents, which can be used for privacy analysis. As shown
in the figure, first, ARC pre-processes regulation documents
to obtain unstructured regulation statements. ARC then parses
these statements to extract semantic roles with regard to verbs
that convey the semantics of the requirements. ARC further
simplifies the statements by extracting phrases that provide
additional context using constituency tree parsing [39]. Next,
ARC maps each of the semantic roles and phrases to create a
structured representation, which we call ARC tuple.

We build two modules to demonstrate the utility of ARC,
the first of which enables the analysis of multiple regulations
to identify similarities in requirements through the analysis of
phrases. The second module allows comparison of regulation
statements with policy statements (both represented as ARC
tuples) to identify missing statements (i.e., lack of compliance
with disclosure requirements). These modules, which help with
privacy regulation analysis can be used by stakeholders such
as researchers and compliance analysts to significantly reduce
the burden of manual effort required for compliance tasks
described in Section II. We implement ARC by integrating
multiple pluggable modules in the Spacy pipeline [34] (see
Appendix A for implementation details). The rest of this
section describes the design-level contributions of ARC.

Fig. 3: Extraction of Phrases in the Data Flow tuple.

TABLE I: Verbs used to categorize statements.

Type Category Words
obligation must, shall, should

bind.01, compel, obligate, oblige.02
Deontic permission can, could, may , would
Modals let.01, grant, leave, appropriate, permit, admit.01,
& tolerate, reserve, allow.01, allow.02
Verbs prohibition should not, must not, may not, could not,

prohibit, forbid, nix, disallow, interdict, proscribe, veto
collect collect, inform, check.01, know, obtain, access,

receive, gather, solicit
Data share share.01, disclose, sell.01, provide, trade.01, return.02,
Flow transfer, give, rent, send.01, distribute, report, transmit
Verbs retain save.03, save.04, retain, store

process process, use.01, operate
delete delete, remove, rescind
definition mean, define, refer.01, refer.03, include, exclude

Legal rights entitle.01, have.03, invoke, include, exercise.01

A. Semantic Parsing of Regulatory Text (G1)

Privacy regulations contain regulatory statements, which
are significantly different from statements in documents such
as privacy notices. This is mostly because regulations cover
broader aspects related to consumer privacy and are written
to precisely communicate the requirements in legal terms.
Considering the complexity as described in Section I, a proper
analysis and interpretation of regulatory text requires an un-
derstanding of individual context within each statement. To
facilitate such understanding, Figure 3 presents the annotated
version of the statement from the running example that dis-
cusses the data flow requirement. The extraction of context
within the statement helps us fully understand the requirement.
These contexts include who the sender and the receiver are, and
the clauses tied to the requirement (e.g., temporal modifier).

We extract such context from unstructured regulatory text
using Semantic Role Labeling (SRL), which is a technique for
semantic parsing to identify the predicate-argument structure
of sentences. For instance, for the verb “inform”, SRL identi-
fies the agent (i.e., “A business ...”), and theme (“the categories
of personal information”), which are represented as arg0, and
arg1 respectively. Hence, we retrain a BERT-based SRL model
using a reimplementation of AllenNLP code [59] to include
both argument identification (i.e., to identify semantic roles
with respect to a verb), as well as verb sense disambiguation
(i.e., to disambiguate the meaning of the verb). Our rationale
behind including verb sense disambiguation is to facilitate
easier mapping of verbs to respective arguments, without
being limited to predefined set of verbs. That is, instead of
directly creating mappings for verb-specific arguments (e.g.,
mapping ‘arg0’ for the verb ‘share’ to ‘sender’), our frame-
work considers verb senses (i.e., meaning of the verb in a
given context) to help with a more precise identification of
arguments. For example, Propbank lists three sense for the
verb ‘refer’ [57], where the sense refer.01 captures “thing being
labeled”, whereas refer.02 represents “recommendation” (e.g.,
being referred to a lawyer). Since one of our goals is to identify
definition statements (see Section IV-C), disambiguating verbs
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can help with the precise identification of definition tuples.
We use the CONLL2012 dataset [56] for training, which
is a standard dataset annotated with structural information
(syntax and predicate argument structure), commonly used
for evaluation [63]. Our model achieves F1 score of 86.0 for
argument identification and 95.5 for predicate disambiguation.

B. Extracting Clauses from phrases (G2)

While SRL identifies arguments specific to a verb, the
labeled phrases can still be complex. For example, SRL ini-
tially labels the phrase “A business that collects a consumer’s
personal information” as arg0 for the verb inform, which is
represented as a sender entity. However, we realize that a fur-
ther simplification is needed to enable a better understanding of
such phrases. That is, while one approach would be to simply
extract entity from the phrase, we also want to keep track of
the clause that may contain important details about the entity.
Hence, we segment the phrase into <Phrase, Clause> pair (e.g.,
Sender Phrase, and Sender Clause in Figure 3) to identify and
separately analyze the entity and its surrounding context. For
this, we use benepar model [39] to obtain the constituency
tree and perform a pre-order traversal on the tree to identify
subordinate clause and its preceding phrase (see Appendix B
for more details). We extract entity-specific subordinate clause
to identify the phrase that provide additional context to entities.
For example, we represent the subordinate clause “that collects
a consumer’s personal information” as a sender clause, and
the noun phrase “A business” as the sender phrase.

C. Defining and Representing ARC Tuples (G3)

A major goal of our framework is to represent regulatory
statements in a structured form so that they can be used for
privacy analysis. SRL model enables such representation by
extracting semantic roles specific to a verb. However, selecting
verbs that are useful in the context of understanding privacy
regulation can be challenging. For instance, our running ex-
ample includes three verbs (i.e., collects, inform, collected)
for which semantic roles can be individually obtained.

Hence, we scope the design of the framework by focusing
on three major categories of statements that play important
role in compliance tasks: (i) requirements that discuss the flow
of data, (ii) definition statements that define terms specific to
the regulation, and (iii) right statements that discuss the rights
and obligations of entities. For each of these categories, we
leverage the ontologies developed by prior work in legal [36]
and privacy domain [7], [18], and create a list of verbs.
Furthermore, we identify statements that discuss normative
concepts (e.g., permission, obligation, and prohibition) using
deontic modals, which are expressed with modal verbs (e.g.,
shall, must) [25]. We provide a full list of verbs in Table I.
We also include verb senses for instances where multiple
senses are available in the CONLL12 frame file and when
disambiguation helps with the precise identification. Note that
while ARC uses the verbs from existing literature [36], [18],
[7], [42], our framework can be easily extended to handle new
categories by creating a mapping for new verbs.

We formalize three types of ARC tuples by mapping the
arguments identified by SRL model to the tuple attributes:

● Data Flow Tuple: We use the Contextual Integrity (CI)

TABLE II: Extraction of Data Flow Tuple

Regulation Statements with Precision Recall F1-Score
Data Flow Verb

CCPA 410 0.768 0.75 0.759
GDPR 345 0.918 0.815 0.863
VCDPA 41 0.937 0.937 0.937
PIPEDA 196 0.943 0.857 0.898
Total/Average 992 0.866 0.804 0.834

framework [47], which defines privacy as an appropriate
flow of information. We adapt CI to represent data flow
statements as:
<Sender, Deontic Modal, Data Flow Verb,

Receiver, Data Object, Transmission Principles>
Thus, we represent the statement from the example in
Figure 1 as: <A business, shall, inform, consumers, (as to
the categories of personal information, the purposes), (A
business that collects consumer’s personal information, at
or before the point of collection, as to the categories of
personal information to be collected.>
● Definition Tuple: The definition tuple clarifies the meaning

of the terminology used in regulations. We extract the
description (i.e., Definiens) and the term being defined (i.e.,
Definiendum) using the verb (i.e., Definition Verb), which
is represented as:

<Definiendum, Definition Verb, Definiens>
We represent the statement “personal information shall
mean information about an identifiable individual.” as:
<personal information, mean, information about an identi-
fiable individual>
● Right Tuple: The right tuple discusses the rights available

to a specific entity. We extract the right tuple to provide
an insight into how ARC can be adapted to compare rights
across regulations. We represent the right tuple as:
<Entity, Deontic Modal, Right Verb, Right Statement>

We represent the statement “The data subject shall have
the right to withdraw his or her consent at any time.” as:
<The data subject, shall, have, right to withdraw his or her
consent at any time>

Note that ARC tuples are motivated by the need to en-
able: (i) a structured understanding of privacy requirements
from regulations (i.e., Right Tuple help stakeholders un-
derstand consumer rights, whereas Definition Tuple provide
context for the requirements), and (ii) privacy analysis using
regulations (i.e., the Data Flow Tuple enables privacy analysis
along the CI framework). Hence, ARC does not seek to com-
prehensively extract every category (e.g., power of member
states), but only the aspects that help understand and evaluate
privacy.

D. Mapping Tuple Arguments

We provide a complete list of mappings for verb-sense spe-
cific arguments in Table XI in the Appendix. We group general
clauses identified using SRL model (i.e., argm tmp, argm prp,
argm pnc) and entity-specific clause obtained through con-
stituency parsing (sender clause, receiver clause, data clause)
under the Transmission Principle attribute. Additionally, the
purpose clause obtained for certain verbs (e.g., arg2 for the
verb use) are also included under Transmission Principle.
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V. EVALUATING ARC TUPLES EXTRACTION

In this section, we evaluate ARC’s performance in resolv-
ing regulatory statements into ARC tuples. We consider four
major privacy regulations: California’s California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) [19], Europe’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) [32], Canada’s Personal Information Pro-
tection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) [55], and
Virginia’s Consumer Data Protection Act (VCDPA) [71]. For
each regulation, we build a dataset, manually labeled by two
authors both with more than 6 years of experience in security
and privacy research. Note that for labeling in this case, we
consider experience in privacy research to be more relevant
than legal expertise, for two key reasons. First, the tuples
are modeled after general-purpose structures (e.g., definitions),
or privacy-specific concepts, e.g., we extracted Data Flow
tuples that is based on the CI framework [47], which privacy
researchers are familiar with. Second, we use a systematic
methodology to identify tuples that do not rely on the expertise
in the legal domain (e.g., we identify definition statements
that requires the presence of both term being defined and the
explanation of the term).

A. Data Flow Tuples

We first measure the effectiveness of ARC in capturing
Data Flow Tuples. For this, we create a labeled dataset, where
statements expressing data flow requirements (expressed as
permission, obligation, and prohibition) are manually labeled.
For instance, the statement “The organization may collect
personal information if..” expresses a permission, where the
organization is allowed to collect personal information. In
contrast, the statement “This part does not apply to organi-
zation in respect of personal information that it collects..”,
expresses the scope (i.e., the section is not applicable for
certain organization). Although both examples use the data
flow verb (i.e., collect) and refer to the data (i.e., personal
information), we only label the first statement as a data flow
statement. Our goal behind this analysis is to assess the
performance of ARC compared to manually labeled dataset.

Creating Labeled Dataset: We create a ground truth dataset
by identifying a total of 992 statements that use at least one
data flow verb listed in Table I. Two authors individually
labeled each statement in the dataset with a calculated Cohen’s
Kappa score of 0.72, demonstrating substantial agreement.
From this, we prepared the final dataset after resolving dis-
agreements through discussion. Finally, we evaluated ARC’s
performance against the labeled dataset.

Result 1: ARC extracts Data Flow Tuples with an
average F1-score of 83.4%. (R1) – As shown in Table II,
ARC is effective in capturing Data Flow tuples expressed in
regulations. In a few instances, the data flow verb is used as
a noun phrase, resulting in our approach missing some of the
regulatory statements; e.g., in the statement: “... transfer of
personal data ... may take place ...”, the deontic modal ‘may’
is associated with the verb ‘take’ and a noun phrase is used
to describe data flow, which our approach does not currently
consider. This can be improved by considering additional
action verbs and noun phrases to identify data flow statements.

TABLE III: Extraction of Definition Tuples

Regulation Statements Metric ARC LexNLP
Precision 0.88 0.98

CCPA 214 Recall 0.98 0.75
F1-Score 0.93 0.85
Precision 0.61 0.79

GDPR 94 Recall 0.80 0.68
F1-Score 0.69 0.73
Precision 0.76 0.97

VCDPA 57 Recall 1 0.81
F1-Score 0.86 0.88
Precision 0.77 0.97

PIPEDA 73 Recall 0.96 0.66
F1-Score 0.85 0.78
Precision 0.80 0.94

Total/Average 438 Recall 0.95 0.73
F1-Score 0.87 0.82

TABLE IV: Extraction of Right Tuple

Regulation Statements Precision Recall F1-Score
CCPA 100 0.64 0.90 0.75
GDPR 237 0.77 0.92 0.84
VCDPA 27 0.66 0.66 0.66
PIPEDA 7 1 1 1
Total/Average 141 0.73 0.91 0.81

B. Definition Tuples

Next, we evaluate the Definition Tuples extracted by ARC.
For this, we created a labeled dataset, where statements that
define regulation-specific terminologies were labeled as defi-
nition statement. As described in Section IV, our criteria for
labeling a statement as definition statement is the presence
of both Definiendum (i.e., the term), and Definiens (i.e.,
description). Apart from evaluating ARC’s perfomance against
manual baseline, we also compare our approach against the
extraction using LexNLP [42], which is a state of the art regex-
based library for the evaluation of unstructured legal text.

Creating Labeled Dataset: We create a ground truth dataset
by identifying statements from three sources: (i) “definition
section” from each regulation, (ii) statements containing the
definition verbs listed in Table I, and (iii) statements identified
as definition by LexNLP. In total, we identified 438 state-
ments. Two authors individually labeled the statements with
a calculated Cohen’s Kappa score of 0.83, demonstrating high
inter-annotator agreement. We prepared a final dataset after
resolving disagreements. We describe our results below:

Result 2: ARC extracts Definition Tuples with an F1-
score of 87% on average, outperforming LexNLP (R2) –
As shown in Table III, ARC identifies definition tuples with
high precision of 80% and a recall of 95%. While LexNLP
has considerably high precision, we find that ARC outperforms
LexNLP in terms of recall. This is because LexNLP performs
additional processing based on the regex expression (e.g.,
checking for quotes that highlight the defined term). Moreover,
we find that most of the false positives for ARC are due to
statements with the “include” verb, which can be fixed with a
post-processing step that identifies the term. We also find that
LexNLP simply fails in complex instances; e.g., the sentence
“Biometric information includes, but is not limited to, imagery
of the iris...”, is captured by ARC but missed by LexNLP
potentially because of phrase after the verb “includes”.
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C. Right Tuples

Finally, we evaluate the Right Tuples extracted by ARC.
For this, we created a labeled dataset composed of statements
that describe the right(s) given to an entity. As described in
Section IV, our criteria for labeling a statement as a right
statement is the presence of both the “entity”, who is entitled
to the right and “the right statement”, which describes what
the right is about. For example, in “A consumer shall have the
right to request that a business that collects..”, “a consumer”
is the entity, and “the right to request...” is the right statement.

Creating Labeled Dataset: We created a ground truth dataset
by identifying a total of 141 statements that use the term
right anywhere in the statement. We simply use the term
right because we seek to identify statements that discuss rights
granted to an entity in its strictest sense, also known as claim-
rights [40]. Two authors individually labeled each statement
with a calculated Cohen’s Kappa score of 0.91, demonstrating
high inter-annotator agreement. Next, we use the dataset (i.e.,
after resolving disagreements) to evaluate ARC’s performance.

Result 3: ARC is able to extract Right Tuple with an
average F1-score of 81%. (R3) – As shown in Table IV,
ARC identifies rights tuples with high precision of 73% and a
recall of 91%. Similar to complexities identified in extracting
Data Flow tuples, we find that ARC misses out on identifying
Rights tuple in some complex statements. For example, in
the phrase “any rights the consumer may have to appeal the
decision to the business”, ARC fails to identify right statement
(i.e., arg1) for the verb ‘have’. However, our results show that
ARC extracts tuples reasonably well even with an unoptimized
approach. Given ARC’s modularity, each component can be
separately extended to focus on a specific use case.

VI. MULTI-REGULATION ANALYSIS USING ARC (G4)

We develop a phrase representation model to enable the
comparison of ARC tuples. As we discussed in Section II,
analysts currently rely on manual methods to identify similar-
ities and differences between regulations. However, even for
an expert analyst, manual methods (e.g., keyword search based
approach) can be unreliable because the searches are solely
dependent on lexical similarity (i.e., the use of similar words).
Relying on lexical similarity can be particularly ineffective
when we seek to compare regulations written by legal experts
from around the world. An alternative would be to use a
model that directly compares statements (e.g., using a sentence
classifier). While a direct comparison can be useful to some
extent, this approach can only provide a coarse reasoning for
its results. ARC addresses both of these issues by building a
model, ARCBert, which enables querying and comparison of
statements at a phrase level granularity.

To understand the utility of identifying phrase-level sim-
ilarity, consider the following phrases from two different
regulations (that our model identified as similar):

P1 – in a form that is reasonably accessible to consumers
P2 – in a commonly used electronic form

It is evident that the nature of the phrases is similar as both
describe the manner in which information is to be delivered,
and an analyst can use this result to quickly identify and
examine requirements of this (similar) nature.

To enable the comparison of statements at phrase-level
granularity, we train ARCBert, a BERT based model, which
creates phrase embeddings for phrase representation. For this,
we obtain paraphrased phrases used by Phrase-BERT [73],
which helps the model to learn general semantic relatedness
between phrases. We then add legal and privacy context by
including 100K most frequent contextual phrases extracted
from (22k US privacy bill [28], 37K EU legal documents [29],
and 56 global privacy regulations [68]). We then fine-tune
BERT on this dataset to build ARCBert. We create ARCBert
by adopting the same process as Phrase-BERT for fine-tuning
step, where the goal is to bring together semantically similar
contexts. Both the process for curating the phrase-in-context
dataset and the fine-tuning process are further described in
Appendix C. Finally, we use ARCBert and report similarity
scores between phrases based on cosine similarity, which is a
metric commonly used to measure text similarity [73], [46].

A. Baseline Comparison of Phrase Similarity

We evaluate ARCBert’s ability to identify similar state-
ments in comparison with key baseline approaches: (1) a naive
method that uses lemmatized keyword search, which represents
the best keyword search approach that analysts may currently
perform, and (2) a GloVe vectors based similarity search.

To provide an understanding of how ARCBert can help
with the identification and prioritization of similarity results,
we evaluate the similarity scores for each approach. That is, a
model returning very few similar results may limit analysis
of important contexts by only delivering phrases that are
exactly the same (akin to a keyword search), whereas one
that returns all phrases that are even slightly/broadly similar,
thereby returning an extremely high number of similar results,
can make it hard to identify and prioritize truly semantically-
similar phrases. Thus, we seek a middle ground, an approach
that will output a reasonable similarity score that expresses the
semantic-relatedness between phrases, without being overly
restrictive or permissive in its notion of similarity.

To understand our evaluation of similarity results, let us
consider the example of two similar phrases (from Canada
and GDPR regulations) with similarity score of 0.782:

P1 – without delay on that matter
P2 – no later than thirty days after the date of the request

ARC determined P2 to be one of the most similar phrases to
P1. We observe that while the keyword search completely fails
to find similarity, ARC provides high similarity score, which
can be attributed to the similarity gleaned from semantics of
the phrase (i.e., both phrases talk about temporal requirement).
Note, however, that estimating similarity manually is not
always straightforward, and requires a good understanding
of user-expectations and expertise before it can be used for
automated reasoning. Hence, we develop a similarity analysis
approach relying on cosine similarity that would effectively in-
vestigate the expected properties of similarity results. We now
evaluate ARC’s similarity results against baseline approaches.

Methodology: We compare the similarity scores generated by
ARCBert against two additional methods. We describe how
we obtain similarity scores for each approach below:

1. Naive Approach: We consider a naive approach, where
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TABLE V: Examples of similarity results across regulations. Phrase pairs #1 to #4 were manually validated as similar, #5 to #8 as not similar.

No. Phrase 1 Phrase 2 Naive ARCBert GloVe
1. in an intelligible and easily accessible form in a form that is generally understandable 0.29 0.88 0.86
2. for purposes other than those for which for any purpose other than those expressly 0.48 0.77 0.92

it was collected listed in this section
3. in writing and without delay in electronic form 0.22 0.73 0.61
4. unless otherwise required by law Except as otherwise provided in this chapter 0.17 0.88 0.79
5. access to personal information personal data 0.33 0.69 0.82
6. to third parties having access to the information in question the other information sought by the consumer 0.24 0.62 0.88
7. of the request made by the individual a record of the request 0.5 0.65 0.9
8. that the organization notified an institution or part Personal data processed by a controller 0 0.47 0.78

under paragraph (2.2)(a) pursuant to this section
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Fig. 4: Similarity Score Comparison for PIPEDA vs GDPR

for a given pair of phrases p1 and p2, each containing unique
set of word lemmas, we obtain similarity score as:

similarity score = intersection(p1, p2)
average(len(p1), len(p2)) (1)

2. GloVe: We evaluate similarity scores based on GloVe
vectors, which builds vector representation for words. To
obtain the similarity score between phrases, we average the
pre-trained token embeddings as done by prior work [73].

3. ARCBert: We calculate cosine similarity based on
phrase embeddings produced by ARCBert model.

To scope our analysis, we obtain a list of unique phrases
(sliced to 15 word tokens per phrase for a fair comparison)
from Data Flow tuples identified by ARC. In total, we obtain
1,134 phrases (i.e., 679 Entity Phrases, and 455 Transmission
Principle phrases) from four regulations. We identified 218
phrases for PIPEDA, 49 for VCDPA, 481 for GDPR, and 386
for CCPA. Note that all the baseline approaches are already
benefitting from ARC’s extraction of clauses from statements.
We then compare each phrase with the list of phrases in a
separate regulation and report the similarity scores (between 0 -
1), which we divide into four ranges for brevity. Figure 4 plots
the number of similar phrases found with similarity scores in
each given range, for the two baselines and ARCBert.

Result 4: ARC improves over naive method of extract-
ing similar phrases in all four regulations. (R4) – As
illustrated in Figure 4, we see that naive method is not able
to extract similarity results as only 8 pairs are identified to
have > .75 similarity score. In contrast, ARCBert identifies
1212 phrase-pairs with a high degree (0.75-1) of similarity. We

observe a similar trend in the remaining set of regulations (see
Appendix E) i.e., the naive method generally returns similarity
score below 25%, which speaks to the difficulty in identifying
similar phrases through a keyword search based methods.

Result 5: ARC shows improvement over off-the-
shelf models (GloVe) by restrictively identifying similar
phrases. (R5) – In contrast to the naive approach, GloVe
is too permissive and essentially marks everything as broadly
similar, with a large number of phrase pairs (39,652) falling
in the 0.75-1 similarity score range, and a majority (45,811)
in the 0.5-0.75 range. In contrast, we find that ARCBert is
restrictive as it limits to 1,212 highly similar phrases. As
presented in Appendix E, we see a similar trend across all
regulation comparisons i.e., ARCBert consistently identifies
lower number of phrase pairs with (>.75) similarity score, and
higher number of pairs with (<.25) similarity scores compared
to the GloVe vector based approach. Hence, our results show
that ARCBert is more restrictive in identifying similar phrases,
leading to better prioritization of phrases that are truly similar
(instead of marking everything as very similar, as GloVe does).

To further illustrate how ARCBert strikes a balance be-
tween the overly restrictive naive (keyword-search) approach,
and the extremely permissive off the shelf Glove model, we
present example phrase-pairs with similarity scores. As shown
in Table V, the naive method often results in lower similarity
score and is unable to reason about the semantics of the phrases
that are semantically similar in nature. In contrast, GloVe con-
sistently returns higher similarity score relative to ARCBert,
for all but 3 of the results, and in all but one instance, returns
a similarity score of >0.75. We find that ARCBert accurately
assigns higher similarity scores for phrases that are used in a
similar context. For example, in example 3, both of the phrases
(i.e., phrase 1: ‘in writing..’, and phrase 2: ‘..electronic form’)
discuss similar context, which represents how the document
should be presented. ARCBert detects high similarity score of
0.73 compared to 0.22 by naive method and 0.61 by GloVe
model. In contrast, for example 6, where the phrases are not
similar, (i.e., ‘to third parties having access...’ vs ‘information
sought by the consumer’, ARCBert appropriately assigns a
lower similarity score (0.62), whereas GloVe permissively
assigns much higher (0.88), presumably since both phrases
talk about information, which is too broad a similarity to be
useful. Another interesting instance is the dissimilar phrases in
example 7, where ARCBert correctly assigns lower similarity
score despite having majority of the words in common with
phrase 1, in contrast to GloVe. This shows that ARCBert
does not solely rely on lexical similarity, which is one of the
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TABLE VI: Count of Top-1 Similar Definition with score > 0.75

CCPA GDPR VCDPA PIPEDA
CCPA - 41 82 55
GDPR 26 - 13 27
VCDPA 22 20 - 14
PIPEDA 13 10 11 -

primary reason for fine-tuning with paraphrased phrases using
Phrase-BERT [73]. This evaluation shows that ARC effectively
extracts similar phrases relative to the naive approach and
GloVe. Next, we perform a manual validation of the similarity
results produced by ARCBert.

B. Extrinsic Evaluation of Phrase Similarity

We perform an evaluation of similar phrases identified
by ARCBert, where two authors independently validated the
semantic similarity results. We describe our evaluation below.

Methodology: We build an evaluation dataset of 100 phrases
(<15 words), which contains an equal distribution of random
phrases belonging to different SRL arguments (i.e., for all en-
tity and transmission principle arguments). For each phrase, we
extract top 3 similar phrases with a similarity score >0.75 by
comparing it against phrases in corresponding regulations. Two
authors independently labeled a total of 237 phrases identified
by ARCBert with a binary label (similar vs. not similar). We
consider two phrases to be similar if they essentially discuss
similar concepts. For example, two phrases describing “by 25
May 2018” and “prior to 24 Jan 2016” will be considered
similar because both phrases discuss a specific date/deadline.

Result 6: ARCBert is able to identify similar phrases
across regulations (R6) – We find 186/226 (82.30%) in-
stances, where both evaluators consider the similar phrases
identified by ARCBert to be similar. Moreover, evaluators
marked at least 1 phrase to be similar among top-3 predictions
in 87/100 (87%) cases. In contrast, 40/226 individual instances
were given conflicting labels by the evaluators. We observe
that the disagreement stemmed from the varying notion of
similarity and the level of abstraction at which similarity was
being considered. While judging the similarity may not always
be straightforward, we notice that ARCBert can be highly
useful when phrases are used in context of the entire statement.
For example, consider the phrase-pair that ARCBert extracted
as similar (and evaluators found similar as well): “on behalf
of the business that provided the personal information” and
“on behalf of a controller”. We were able to quickly use this
similarity extracted by ARCBert to identify the following two
statements that discuss a processor-specific requirement, from
two different regulations:

CCPA – “A service provider shall not retain, use, or disclose
personal information .. except to process or maintain personal
information on behalf of the business..”
GDPR – “Each processor .. shall maintain a record of ..
processing activities carried out on behalf of a controller”

C. Statement Analysis using Definition Tuples

Since ARC enables automated identification of similar
phrases, one direct evaluation of utility can be to analyze the

TABLE VII: Top-3 Similar Definitions across Regulations

Regulation Top-3 Similar Definiendum Score
(processing, processing) 0.93

CCPA vs GDPR (biometric information, genetic data) 0.87
(business, controller) 0.81
(financial incentive, commercial activity) 0.87

CCPA vs PIPEDA (signed, electronic signature) 0.70
(biometric information, personal health 0.70
(control or controlled, control or controlled) 0.99

CCPA vs VCDPA (service provider, processor) 0.83
(processing, process or processing) 0.96
(data concerning health, personal 0.87
health information)

GDPR vs PIPEDA (processing, electronic document) 0.85
(personal data breach, 0.88
breach of security safeguards)
(processing, process or “processing” 0.97

GDPR vs VCDPA (controller, controller) 0.97
(profiling, profiling) 0.95
(personal data, personal information) 0.87

VCDPA vs PIPEDA (State agency, Responsible Authority) 0.63
(Sensitive data, personal information) 0.74

similar definitions across regulations by comparing definiens.
We now evaluate how well ARC identifies similar terms
defined across regulations.

Methodology: Recall that a definition tuple is represented
as <Definiendum, Definition Verb, Definiens>. To understand
similarity results, we extract all manually validated definition
tuples for each regulation. We obtain 180 definitions for CCPA,
41 for GDPR, 37 for VCDPA, and 25 for PIPEDA. We then
compare definiens between regulations and sort it based on
similarity score. We study the most similar definitions with the
score above 0.75 for each definition tuple. We now discuss the
insights based on our analysis.

Result 7: ARC can be used to understand similarities
across regulations (R7) – As shown in Table VI, ARCBert
identifies similar definitions across regulations. Among all the
comparisons, we find that CCPA shares the highest number
of similar definitions with VCDPA. Intuitively, this result is
reasonable given that both CCPA and VCDPA are U.S. based
privacy regulations. In contrast, we see that PIPEDA shares
least number of definition similarities with all other regula-
tions. This can be attributed to lower number of similarities
in definitions as well as lower number of defined terms in
PIPEDA (i.e., 25 definition tuples).

Result 8: ARC identifies similar definition terms, which
may be missed by manual comparison methods. (R8) –
As shown in Table VII, we find that ARC is able to identify
semantically similar definition terms with high accuracy. The
table shows top-3 similar terms that ARC determined to be
the most similar among the entire list of definitions statements
across regulation. While most of the results in Table VII are
self-evident because of the use of same definiendum, we also
find multiple instances where the similarity results required
further investigation. We elaborate on our analysis next.

1. ARC helps to improve understanding of terminologies
used in privacy regulations: We find instances where multiple
regulations use similar terminologies (e.g., profiling in GDPR
is also defined as profiling in VCDPA). However, we also
find cases where a completely different definiendum is used to
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describe similar concept. For example, when comparing GDPR
and CCPA, we find that “controller” has the highest similarity
to the definition of the term “business” (score of 0.84). We
present the definitions below:

GDPR – ‘Controller’ means the Union institution or
body or the directorate-general or any other orga-
nizational entity which, alone or jointly with others,
determines the purposes and means of the processing of per-
sonal data; where the purposes and means of such processing
are determined by a specific Union act, the controller or the
specific criteria.
CCPA – “Business” means a sole proprietorship, partnership,
limited liability company, corporation, association, or other
legal entity that is organized or operated for the profit or finan-
cial benefit of its shareholders or other owners that collects
consumers’ personal information or on the behalf of which
that information is collected and that alone, or jointly with
others, determines the purposes and means of the processing
of consumers’ personal information, that does business in the
State of California.

After reading more carefully, we notice that both of the
sentences discuss similar concept, describing an entity that
“determines the purpose of processing...”, which is termed as
“Controller” in GDPR, and “Business” in CCPA. This example
demonstrates ARC’s usefulness in automatically identifying
similar definitions across regulations.

2. ARC helps in the identification of contrasting difference
across privacy regulations: We also found instances where
top similar definitions had a relatively lower similarity score.
For instance, while comparing CCPA with Canada’s regulation,
we noticed that the closest term to “Biometric information”
was found to be “personal health information”, with a similar-
ity score of 0.70. We present the definitions below:

CCPA – ‘Biometric information’ includes, but is not lim-
ited to, imagery of the iris, retina, fingerprint, face, hand,
palm, vein patterns, and voice recordings, from which an
identifier template, such as a faceprint, a minutiae tem-
plate, or a voiceprint, can be extracted, and keystroke
patterns or rhythms, gait patterns or rhythms, and sleep,
health, or exercise data that contain identifying information.

PIPEDA – ‘personal health information’, with respect
to an individual, whether living or deceased, means:
information concerning the physical or mental health of the
individual;”

Since “personal health information” was identified to
be most similar to “biometric information”, we investigated
further to confirm that Canada’s PIPEDA regulation does
not define “biometric information” separately. We found that
PIPEDA does not use the word “biometric” anywhere in the
document. Similarly, we find that VCDPA does not define
“biometric information” either. Analysts can use ARC for
a similar analysis by quickly evaluating similar statements,
instead of manually searching for terms across regulations.

VII. APPLYING ARC TO NEW PRIVACY REGULATIONS

To further explore the effectiveness of our approach, we
run ARC on 16 additional privacy regulations to analyze its
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Fig. 5: Extraction of Tuples from recent regulations using ARC

general applicability. This extrinsic evaluation demonstrates
ARC’s performance on a diverse set of regulations, and shows
how the results can be used to aid privacy regulation analysis.

Methodology: We explore two aspects relevant to privacy
regulation analysis: (i) the generalizability of ARC’s tuple
extraction on tuples from diverse regulations, and (ii) the utility
of ARCBert model in identifying similar phrases, i.e., the
clustering of similar phrases.

1. Extracting ARC Tuples: We obtain 16 additional pri-
vacy regulations from respective government websites [69],
which includes unofficial translations by legal experts of
2/16 (China [26], and Brazil [44]). We use the methodology
described in Section IV to extract Definition, Rights, and Data
Flow Tuples from each regulation separately.

2. Clustering Semantically Similar Phrases: We identify clus-
ters of similar phrases across all 20 regulations (i.e., including
the prior four) by applying k-means [61]. For this, first we
obtain a list of phrases belonging to each SRL argument, where
the longer phrases (>15 words) containing multiple verbs are
broken down into smaller constituents. Second, we compute k-
means clustering using the phrase embeddings obtained from
ARCBert, where the number of clusters is estimated using
Gap Statistic algorithm [67] by setting the upper bound of
100 clusters. Finally, instead of manually assigning a topic
to each cluster, we use BerTopic [12] to create interpretable
topics. Note that we perform analysis on semantic roles (e.g.,
arg0) instead of limiting to ARC tuple attributes (e.g., sender
attribute) because we seek to capture diverse phrases used in
different context throughout the regulation. Since our models
are more generalized, they can be used to predict cluster
categories for different ARC tuple attributes.

Results: We extract ARC tuples based on 16 new privacy
regulations demonstrating ARC’s effectiveness in identifying
important representations from regulations. Moreover, we also
build clusters of semantically similar phrases based on 31,822
unique phrases extracted from 20 regulations. Our extraction
of semantically similar phrases can be used to understand
complex requirements at a finer granularity (e.g., identifying
different categories of purpose/temporal requirements), and
to build automated systems for privacy analysis (e.g., prior
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TABLE VIII: Phrase Clusters and Representative Examples

SRL Cluster Example Cluster Representative
Args Count Topic Examples
arg0 81 data controller- the processor of personal data

personal data- the controller and processor
processor the personal data processor

arg1 94 personal- information on his or her personal data
information the personal information collected

personal information concerning him
arg2 90 person individual- the person or body

body a california resident
a resident of the state

argm prp 79 order data protect in order to ensure adequate data security
in order to protect public order and security
in order to protect national security

argm loc 78 member state- in third countries
third country on the territory of a member state

outside of the eu
argm tmp 98 least months 12 for at least 12 months before next

in the preceding 12 months
for at least one year

Verb 
Comparison

Data Ontology 
Comparison 

Attribute 
Comparison

Data 
Categories 

First Party Collection/
Use

Segment 
Classifier

REGULATION

PRIVACY POLICY

Fig. 6: Comparing Privacy Policy with Regulation.

work built a taxonomy of purpose phrases from privacy
policies [18]). Our results show that ARC can be generally
applied to diverse privacy regulations, as described below:

Result 9: ARC consistently extracts ARC tuples from
diverse regulations (R9) – ARC extracts 536 Definition
Tuples, 844 Data Flow Tuples, and 176 Right Tuples from 16
regulations. As shown in Figure 5, ARC consistently identifies
high number of Data Flow and Definition tuples, which are
most relevant for privacy researchers. We also observe that
Right tuples are not as common in regulations, which is
expected since our tuple only extracts entity-specific rights.
For example, Quebec’s [41] privacy regulation mentions the
keyword “right” only 16 times throughout the document.

Result 10: ARC can be used to identify meaningful
cluster of phrases (R10) – We present our results for iden-
tifying phrase clusters for different semantic roles. Table VIII
highlights the results for 6 major semantic roles, describing
the number of clusters, examples of cluster topic, and three
representative examples for each cluster. For example, we
identified 98 clusters for argm tmp (temporal modifiers). The
topic “least months 12” gives an initial idea of specific time
constraints clustered under this category. The representative
examples provides three common phrases included in the
cluster. We include the full list of semantic phrases for this
category in Figure 8 in the Appendix. Note that we exclude
examples of clusters for other semantic roles (e.g., argm mnr)
for brevity. We release the dataset of clustered phrases for each
semantic role [62].

VIII. PRIVACY POLICY COMPLIANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we demonstrate how ARC can be used to
validate the privacy policy against privacy regulations. Figure 6
presents a representative example of our policy analysis show-
ing how we perform validation using context derived as ARC’s
tuple attributes. For the regulatory requirement that discusses
a specific requirement-type (e.g., Data Categories), we first
identify the respective policy statement belonging to same
category, using a policy segment classifier (described below).
We then compare individual attributes (e.g., Data, Verb, and
Temporal) between two statements to verify the compliance of
privacy policies.

We now describe the methodology that enables such com-
parison followed by the evaluation results.

Methodology: To enable the analysis of privacy policy against
privacy regulations, we devise a methodology that performs a
series of tuple attribute comparisons, described as follows:

1. Collecting Privacy Policies: We use semi-automated method
to obtain the privacy policy of S&P 500 companies from
three different jurisdictions (i.e., United States, Canada, and
Europe). We crawled the privacy policy link using VPN and
manually resolved challenges when multiple policies were
available (e.g., AllState [5]), or additional links were embed-
ded within privacy policy page (e.g., Stryker [65]). We also
handled instances where a separate website was maintained
for a jurisdiction (e.g., Amazon Canada [6]), or a subsidiary
hosts the policy (e.g., Alphabet Inc does not provide privacy
policy, hence we downloaded Google’s). In one instance, i.e.,
Coterra [22], we could not find any privacy policy. Further-
more, we also encountered instances where privacy policy text
could not be obtained because of crawling/parsing issues (e.g.,
Nucor [2] uses PDF as supplemental links). This resulted in
1,864 regulation-specific privacy policies.

2. Building Multi-label Policy Segment Classifier: We built a
segment classifier to identify the category of policy segments,
which we map with the requirement tuples. For this, we train
the category level multi-label classifier based on BERT, using
the OPP-115 dataset in a manner similar to prior work [33].
We used 65 policies for training and kept 50 policies as the
testing set, and calculated macro-average of the precision in
predicting the presence of each label. Table X in Appendix F
presents the results for category-level classification, which are
comparable to the results in prior work [33], with an average
F1-score of 0.86.

3. Extracting Privacy Policy Tuples: We use ARC to extract
tuples from privacy policies, just as we do for privacy regula-
tions. To adapt ARC for privacy policy documents, we simply
extract tuples using the main verb for each statement instead
of relying on deontic modal (which we use for regulations).

4. Building Requirement Tuples: We obtain requirement tuples
from each of the four privacy regulations by identifying
requirements that apply to disclosure practices in the privacy
policy. After manual evaluation, we curated 40 regulatory
requirements that apply to privacy policy (i.e., 13 requirements
from CCPA, 4 from PIPEDA, 8 from VCDPA, and 15 from
GDPR). We also preprocessed the tuple attributes extracted
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Fig. 7: Compliance Analysis Results of S&P 500 companies across four regulations

by ARC to help with the direct comparison with privacy
policies. This step involved incorporating additional keywords
and removing extra phrases. For example, to enable verb
class comparison, we included keywords identified in Table I.
Similarly, we processed data phrase to only include data object
for an easier comparison. Lastly, we prepared keyword lists to
enable term comparison by filtering out irrelevant terms (e.g.,
stopwords). Note that out of 40 requirements, 5 requirements
did not belong to Data Flow or Right Tuples. For example,
CCPA requires privacy policy to provide instruction on how
an authorized agent can make request on a consumer’s behalf.
Hence, we created an additional tuple that simply performs
a term match. Note that since ARC extracts the tuples for
each requirement, there was significantly less manual effort
in adapting the tuples to aid our analysis. Furthermore, we
created mappings for each requirement to the most appropriate
category labels. Our intuition is to reduce manual effort by
providing analysts with the most relevant statements instead
of entirely discarding new requirements (see Section X). Fig-
ure XII in the Appendix presents our mapping of requirements
with the categories in the privacy policy.

5. Tuple Analysis: We compare attributes from policies against
the regulation requirements, as shown in Figure 6. The com-
pliance module performs three main comparisons:

● Data Ontology Comparison – We use the ontology released
by PolicyLint [7] and extend it with data objects from
privacy regulations to compare data objects. We check for a
subsumptive relation for a match, i.e., we consider it to be
a match if the data object in the policy tuple is subsumed
under the data object defined in the regulation tuple.
● Attribute Value Comparison – We perform a keyword

search of terms within the extracted tuple attribute for verb,
right, and term. We consider it to be a match if the given
keyword is identified within the tuple attribute object, e.g.,
collect verb as defined in Table I being used by both tuples.
● Attribute Presence Comparison – In contrast to perform-

ing ontology match or keyword search, we simply check
for the presence of attributes to compare purpose, temporal,
sender, and receiver attributes. This choice is based on our
observation that regulations often have a general requirement
related to these attributes. While our analysis can be further
enhanced by enabling comparison at a finer granularity,

TABLE IX: Privacy Policy Compliance Validation Results

Regulation Missing Full Match Matches in
Statements Statements Partial Match

CCPA 76/111 (68.46%) 193/262 (73.66%) 268/350 (76.57%)
GDPR 128/192 (66.67%) 340/370 (91.89%) 190/305 (62.29%)
PIPEDA 0 173/175 (98.85%) 36/64 (56.25%)
VCDPA 135/173 (78.03%) 244/253 (96.44%) 163/226 (72.12%)
Average 71.05% 90.21% 66.80%

building advanced taxonomy of phrases for privacy policies
is beyond the scope of this work (see Section X). Our results
in Table IX show reasonable precision in identifying missing
and matching statements using our approach.

6. Privacy Compliance Analysis: We compare requirements in
the regulation with the privacy policy statements. We create
three major categories to aid compliance analysis: (1) Full
Match, where a match is identified by the segment classifier,
and passes the tuple analysis, (2) Partial Match, where segment
classifier finds a match but it fails the tuple analysis, and (3)
Full Miss, where even the segment classifier finds nothing.
Hence, for each requirement tuple, ARC maps all privacy
policy tuples to the relevant categories, making it easier for
experts to review the compliance. Note that during manual
validation, we limit our analysis to check the consistency
of policy statement only against the requirement tuple. For
example, for a given requirement, we consider the privacy
policy to be a Full Match if any one of the policy tuple satisfies
the requirement, i.e., we do not check inconsistency between
privacy policy statements.

Results: We performed analysis for 1,864 policies for a total
of 40 regulatory requirements. In total we analyzed, 66,186
policy segments for CCPA-specific requirements, 71,134 for
GDPR, 35,817 for PIPEDA, and 42,670 for VCDPA. The
results of the compliance analysis are illustrated in Figure 7.

Result 11: ARC identifies 476 instances of missing
statements across S&P 500 companies. (R11) – For CCPA,
we find 111 instances of missing statements across 38 company
policies with missing requirements for 5 major requirements
(e.g., Right to Non-Discrimination, Opt-out of Sale). For
VCDPA, we find 111 instances of missing statements across 35
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policies with missing statements for 6 requirements. Similarly,
for GDPR, we find 192 instances of missing statements across
49 policies with missing statements for 9 requirements.

Further, we find that majority of the policies contain state-
ments that partially match the requirements. This is because
of two main reasons: (i) we focus on precision in identifying
Full Match and Full Miss statements, and (ii) our framework
operates at statement level and does not retain the context of
statements across paragraphs (which may lead to full matches
at other locations in the regulation). Hence we leave remaining
statements that the framework cannot confidently reason for
further analysis. Even for the post-analysis of these partial
matches, ARC significantly reduces manual effort by catego-
rizing statements represented as tuples under each requirement
that the analyst can evaluate to validate compliance (see R13).

Manual Validation: We performed a manual validation for a
sample of 50 policies across each category (i.e., full match,
full miss and partial match), validating statements from a total
of 121 companies with regard to CCPA requirements, 243
companies with regard to GDPR, 94 companies for PIPEDA,
and 120 companies for VCDPA. ARC provides the result in
a JSON form (see Appendix 9 for example), where for a
given statement, all the matched statements together with the
attribute specific comparison is provided. We use the JSON
file to aid our compliance analysis. That is, for full match
statements, we simply study the statements listed under Full
Match category to verify that the policy does indeed satisfy
the requirement. For partial match, we study statements and
the missing attributes shortlisted under partial match category
to check for scenarios, where the requirement can be satisfied
after considering multiple statements (i.e., attribute matches
are dispersed across multiple statements). Finally, in case of
full miss statements, and scenarios where none of the partial
matched statements meet the requirement, we read through the
privacy policy to confirm that none of the statements meet the
requirement. The Full Miss cases were independently evaluated
by two authors with >5 years experience in privacy research.

Result 12: ARC reasons about policy statements with
high accuracy (R12) – We found that ARC is able to reason
about policy statements across regulations with high accuracy
based on our manual validation. As shown in Table IX, we
find that we get an average of 72.12% accuracy in identifying
missing statements. Similarly, for full match statements, ARC
obtains the accuracy of 90.13%. Lastly, we find that the
66.80% of the statements in partial matches are indeed full
match after manual analysis. Moreover, we were able to
quickly identify 288 instances of missing statements from this
list, since ARC provided context into what was missing in the
policy statements, which allowed for easier manual querying
for a specific section in the privacy policy.

Result 13: ARC reduces effort required for manual
validation (R13) – Since ARC provides context for every
result by enlisting the requirement-specific statements and
the attributes, the validation required anywhere between 2-5
minutes. Among these, the Full Match cases took the shortest
amount of time as the evaluator could quickly go through
the matching statements, whereas Full Miss cases took the
longest as it required going through privacy policies. For
Partial Match, ARC made the analysis a lot easier by providing

context into why policies are flagged as partial matches.
Note that this kind of analysis would not have been possible
with a simple classifier that directly reasons on a statement.
Figure 10 in the Appendix shows the list of attributes that ARC
found missing across four regulations (e.g., ARC identifies
a segment match but partially misses the sender attribute).
This significantly reduces the overhead in analyzing policies,
which is also the reason why we were able to identify 33.2%
missing statements while analyzing 945 instances of partial
match statements identified by ARC.

IX. RELATED WORK

We now describe the closest prior work relevant to ARC,
both in terms of the technique (analyzing legal text using NLP),
and the application domain (privacy analysis).

Legal Text Processing using NLP: Processing information
from unstructured legal text has remained an exciting area for
both researchers and practitioners for a long time. For instance,
LexPredict [43] enables segmentation, fact extraction, and
classification from contracts, plans, policies, and procedures,
whereas, BlackStone [1] provides models trained on long-form
text containing common law and entity concepts. Similarly,
there is an ongoing effort to improve Legal Question Answer-
ing. For instance LegalAI [75] provides legal judgement pre-
diction, similar case matching, and legal question answering.
Fawei et. al. [30] developed semi-automated legal ontology
generation tool for legal question answering. Similarly, Legal-
BERT [20] trains BERT model to evaluate the performance
in the task of multi-label classification. However, in all of
these cases, the frameworks focus on analyzing legal text for a
generic task or solving challenges in criminal law. In contrast,
our approach adapts existing NLP tools and techniques to
enable an automated analysis of privacy regulations.

Privacy Analysis: In privacy research, the closest work that
aids privacy compliance is PrivGuard [3]. PrivGuard performs
static analysis of programs and compares it with base policies
to verify compliance, where the base policies are encoded
manually by experts. Our work complements frameworks like
PrivGuard by reducing the manual effort to convert regulation
text into formalized policies. Similarly, to understand the pri-
vacy promises, prior works have mainly focused on analyzing
the content of privacy policies to evaluate inconsistencies [8],
[18], vagueness [13], [17], consent and opt-out choices [60],
[50], contradictions [7], [23], [74], and regulatory compli-
ance [14], [15], [58]. Moreover, prior works have also focused
on enabling automated understanding of privacy policies [27],
[4], [33]. Additionally, prior work has used the theory of
Contextual Integrity [47] to study the alignment with U.S.
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [9], and to
evaluate its viability in privacy policies [64]. However, none
of these works focus on analyzing privacy regulations, which
is the focus of our work.

X. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

This paper demonstrates ARC’s effectiveness in represent-
ing privacy regulation statements and enabling regulation and
compliance analysis. We now identify the limitations of our
work and discuss areas of improvement.
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1. Optimizing the NLP pipeline: The goal of this paper is to
lay the ground work towards automated and scalable analysis
of privacy regulations. Therefore, while ARC leverages several
state of the art NLP techniques, there is certainly room for
improving and optimizing the NLP pipeline. For instance, to
improve precision of tuple attributes, Coreference Resolution
techniques can be applied to resolve references to entities
(e.g., use of pronouns). Similarly, adapted NER models can
be used to identify regulation specific entities and reason
over them. Our evaluation showed that these factors do not
hurt ARC’s overall accuracy, however, improvement along this
area, easily integrated using ARC’s modular architecture, can
significantly help make ARC more versatile. Note that while
we identified scenarios where ARC needed improvement (as
discussed in Section V) we avoided additional improvements
to avoid biasing the results towards our evaluation set.

2. Using OPP-115 in the privacy policy compliance analysis:
We use the existing OPP-115 dataset and map the labels to the
most applicable requirement tuples. While we acknowledge
that OPP-115 dataset (which was created in 2016) may not
adequately capture new requirements, our current approach
creates the mapping based on the observation of the classifier
performance on new privacy policy text. For example, “Right
to Object” is a new requirement in GDPR, which is mapped to
“User Access, Edit, and Deletion”. This is based on our obser-
vation that segments that describe how users may access, edit
or delete data often also include statements that discuss user-
specific rights. Hence, our approach includes these statements
as candidate statements under this category because they have
higher chances of fitting the requirement. Our results from Full
Match and Partial Match category in Table IX demonstrates
the efficacy of using this approach.

3. Simple tuple comparison heuristic in the privacy com-
pliance analysis: To analyze privacy policy compliance, we
compare tuple attributes using a simple heuristic. That is,
for some tuple attributes, we simply check for the existence
of attributes in tuples short-listed by our segment classifier.
While our results show that even simple comparisons can help
identify missing and matching cases with reasonable precision,
future work can extend the approach by building systems that
can analyze complex phrases.

4. Large Language Models (LLMS): While models such
as ChatGPT [54] have demonstrated exceptional performance
in a variety of NLP tasks, researchers are still grappling
to understand the risks and reliability [11] of using these
models in important use-cases, particularly as they may suffer
from hallucination [10]. As privacy analysis is mission-critical,
these models need to be properly evaluated before being
used in an end-to-end system such as ARC. However, there
are opportunities for underlying LLMs to be fine-tuned to
focus on specific downstream tasks (e.g., use of few-shot
learning [16] for text classification), which can be incorporated
in our NLP pipeline. The fine-tuning on LLMs can leverage
lessons from our existing contextualization of NLP techniques
for regulations, whereas our labeled dataset can be used to
evaluate the performance of these models.

XI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the design and implementation of
ARC, a framework that lays the foundation for systematic
extraction, representation, and querying of privacy regulations.
ARC benefits both security and privacy researchers by system-
atically extracting regulatory text and enabling the design and
evaluation of practical privacy analyses or systems. Similarly,
as ARC’s tuples are machine consumable, it lays a founda-
tion for organizations to automate their privacy compliance
by connecting appropriate business operations with the tuple
representation of rules. We evaluated ARC to demonstrate
that it not only extracts tuples with considerable accuracy, but
can also be effectively used for identifying similarities across
regulations, or analyzing the compliance of privacy policies to
multiple regulations.
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APPENDIX

A. Implementation Details of ARC

We implement ARC by integrating multiple pluggable
modules in the Spacy pipeline [34], after runnning HtmlTo-
PlainText [35] on the HTML regulation document to obtain
the plain text. HtmlToPlainText normalizes bullet points and
unicode characters, resolving list objects to full sentences to
retain the semantic context. To integrate the SRL model, we
encode every verb token with semantic roles out of any of the
68 available semantic roles [21]. Moreover, we map arguments
for the list of verbs based on their verb senses to extract
the formalized tuple as shown in Table XI. We also integrate
“benepar model” [39] in the pipeline for constituency parsing
to identify subordinate clauses. Similarly, we also integrated
adapted Named-Entity Recognition model to identify data
objects [7].

For extraction, we filter requirement-specific statements
by performing a lemma comparison with a set of verbs and
deontic modals (as discussed in Figure I). Hence, we obtain
Data Flow tuple by extracting statements where the Data Flow
verb is associated with one of the deontic modals presented
in Table I (e.g., in the phrase “a business shall collect”, the
verb “collect” is associated with the modal “shall”). Similarly,

we obtain the Definition tuple by identifying statements that
contain Definition Verbs, Definiendum, and Definiens. That
is, we make sure that the definition tuple contain both term
being defined and its description. For example, the statement
“personal data shall mean information about identifiable in-
dividual” contains all three parameters and is represented as
a Definition Tuple. Finally, we obtain the Right Tuple by
identifying statements that contain Right Verb. After the iden-
tification of the right verb, ARC searches for the word ‘right’
in the arg1 attribute of the SRL object. For example, in the
phrase “A consumer shall have the right to object”, ARC first
identifies the Right Verb i.e., ‘have’, followed by identification
of word ‘right’ in the in the arg1 attribute, which is then
represented as a Right Tuple. We save JSON object containing
the semantic role attributes and clause information, along with
ARC tuple for each regulation statement to enable querying
and further analysis. Figure 13 in the online appendix [53]
presents Spacy’s pipeline modified for ARC.

B. Constituency Tree Parsing

Figure 12 in the online appendix [53] represents simplified
version of statement extracted from CCPA regulation. We ob-
tain two separate child node subordinate clause (represented as
“SBAR” in the diagram), instead of parent SBAR constituent.
That is, we include “that collects information”, and “that sells
that personal information” as clauses, instead of considering
their parent clause, i.e.,, “A business that collects information
and that sells that personal information”.

C. Fine-tuning Phrase-BERT

We build ARCBert using the same procedure as specified
in the Phrase-BERT [73]. However, we adapt it in our con-
text by using phrases extracted by semantic roles instead of
constituency chunks. We extract top 60K phrases for legal
context, and remaining 40K phrases from privacy regulation
text. For each phrase, we curate the positive examples by
identifying a statement that contains the phrase, and negative
example by selecting a random statement that does not contain
the phrase. ARCBert uses contrastive objective similar to
Phrase-BERT [73] to fine-tune BERT. That is, for a given
anchor phrase, the task is to bring semantically similar context
i.e., positive context together, whereas the negative context is
pushed apart.

D. Multi Regulation Analysis - Similarity Scores

Figure 11 demonstrates the similarity score across all four
regulations as discussed in Section VI.

E. Mapping Regulation Requirements to Privacy Taxonomy

Table XII shows our mapping of requirements from four
different regulations to the privacy taxonomy based on OPP-
115 labels.

F. Privacy Policy Segment Classifier

Table X shows the segment classification results for differ-
ent labels based on OPP-115 dataset.

G. Privacy Compliance Analysis

Figure 9 shows the result from ARC. For a given privacy
policy, ARC provides analysis based on individual regulation,
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TABLE X: Classification Results for the Segment Classifier
Label Precision Recall F1 Support
1st Party Collection 0.87 0.87 0.87 681
3rd Party Sharing 0.89 0.87 0.88 499
User Choice/Control 0.82 0.82 0.82 281
Data Security 0.90 0.82 0.85 183
Specific Audiences 0.96 0.89 0.92 169
User Access, Edit and Deletion 0.90 0.83 0.86 99
Policy Change 0.89 0.87 0.88 85
Data Retention 0.80 0.77 0.79 67
Do Not Track 1 0.97 0.98 15
Other 0.80 0.77 0.77 751
Average 0.88 0.84 0.86

Fig. 8: Example of Clustered Phrases for argm tmp

short-listing all the policy statements within the categories
such as full match, and partial match, while also providing
the results for tuple attributes.

H. Missing Attributes in Partial Match Results

Figure 10 illustrates the number of policy statements and
the missing attributes that were identified as a partial match.

Fig. 9: Example of Full Match statement identified by ARC

∎ CCPA ∎ GDPR ∎ VCDPA ∎ PIPEDA

Fig. 10: Partial Match Attributes
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TABLE XI: Mapping Arguments to Tuple Attributes

Verb Sender Receiver Data Purpose Deontic Temporal Definiendum Definiens Right Entity Right Phrase Others
Collect Arg2 Arg0 Arg1 - - - - Argm loc or
Share Arg0 Arg2 Arg1 - - - - Argm ext or
Use - Arg0 Arg1 Argm Prp - - - - Argm mnr or
Retain - Arg0 Arg1 or Argm Mod Argm Tmp - - - - Argm prd or
Process - Arg0 Arg1 Argm Pnc - - - - Argm dir or
Delete - Arg0 Arg1 - - - - Argm cau or
Include - - - Arg2 Arg1 Arg2 Arg1 sender clause or
Mean - - - Arg0 Arg1 - - data clause or
have - - - Arg0 Arg1 Arg0 Arg1 receiver clause

TABLE XII: Regulation Requirements and Mapping to Privacy Taxonomy

CCPA GDPR VCDPA CANADA Privacy Taxonomy
- Data Categories Data Processed Data Use 1st Party Collection/Use
Purpose of Collection - - - 1st Party Collection/Use
- Purpose of Processing Purpose of Processing Data Use Purpose [1st Party Collection/Use,

3rd Party Sharing/Collection]
- Source of Data - - 1st Party Collection/Use

3rd Party Sharing/Collection]
- Profiling - 1st Party Collection/Use
Data Collection 12 Months - - - 1st Party Collection/Use
Third Party Disclose Data Recipients Third Party Share Data Disclose 3rd Party Sharing/Collection
Third Party Disclose 12 Months - - - 3rd Party Sharing/Collection
Sell Purpose - - - 3rd Party Sharing/Collection
Third Party Sell - Third Party Sell - 3rd Party Sharing/Collection
Third Party Sell 12 Months - - - 1st Party Collection
- Provision Requirement - - User Choice/Control
- Third Country Transfer - - International and Specific Audiences
- Safeguards Copy - - Data Security
- - - - Policy Change
Data Retention Storage Period - Data Held Data Retention
Right to Know Right to Access Right to Access - User Access, Edit and Deletion
Right to Request Deletion Right to Erase Right to Delete - User Access, Edit and Deletion
Right to Opt-Out Right to Object - - User Access, Edit and Deletion
Right to Non-Discrimination Right to Lodge Complaint Right to Appeal - User Access, Edit and Deletion
- Right to Data Portability Right to Portability - User Access, Edit and Deletion
- Right to Withdraw Consent Right to Correct - User Access, Edit and Deletion
Opt-Out of Sale Right to Opt-Out - [User Access, Edit and Deletion

User Choice/Control]
Verifiable Consumer Request - - - Other
Request on Behalf - - - Other
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